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ABSTRACT. Mean multi -year values of the co mponents of extern a l mass and energy exch ange in the ice shee t. 
moisture, radiation, and heat balances in the system Antarctic ice sheet/ atmosphere have been estim ated by 

va rious methods. 
The major features of the above-mentioned balances have been determined as absolute and relati ve va lues. For 

the moisture balance, income of advective moisture is equal to 100%; loss due to accumulation of moisture in the 
ice sheet is 83 %, due to sink into the atmosphere is 15%, and sink fro m the ice sheet surface is 2%. As fo r the 
radiation balance it has been found that income due to radiation at the top of the atmosphere and absorbed by the 
atmosphere long-wave radia tion are 57% and 43%, respectively ; loss due to reflected short-wave radi ation is 35%, 
atmospheric long-wave radiation is 78%, and net outgoing radiation from the surface is 9%. Heat budge t 
components have been found as follows: inco me due to absorbed short-wave radiation is 49%, advec tion of hea t is 
40%, a nd latent heat fro m phase transition of ad vective moisture is 11 % ; loss due to outgoing long·wave rad iat io n 
is 98%, heat from ph ase tr a nsition of atmospheric moisture is 2%. 

The Antarcti c ice sheet is a vast area of hea t sink. Constant negative surface radi a tion balance and low 
tempera ture of the ice sheet suggest that the la tter will exist at any small amount of precipita tion and , therefore, 
current glaciation of Antarctica is rather stable. 

R ESUME. Slruclure du bi/an de i'imergie du sysleme ca/Olle g /aciaire A IIlarclique/ a ll11osphere. On a estillle 
par differentes methodes les valeurs moyennes sur plusieurs annees des composantes des echanges ex teri eurs de 
masse et d'energie dans la platforme glaciaire, humidite, radiation , et bilans thermiques, dans le systeme calotte 
glaciaire Antarctique/ a tmosphere. 

Les traits principaux des bilans ci-dessus o nt ete determines en valeurs relati ves et abso lues. Pour le bil a n 
d 'humidite les apports d ' humidite par advectio n sont de 100% ; la perte due it I'accumula tion d'humidit e sur la 
calo tte glaciaire est de 83%, celle due it I'evapo ration dans I'a tmosphere est de 15% et it l'evapora tion depui s la 
calotte glaciaire de 2%. Pour le bilan radiatif o n a trou ve que les apports dus aux radi a tions re~u es de la ha ute 
a tmosphere et I'absorptio n de rayonnement de grande longueur d 'onde par I'atmosph ere sont respecti vement de 
57% et 43%, la perte due aux rayonnements refl echis de courte longueur d'onde est de 35%, celle due a u 
rayonnement atmospherique de grande longueur d'onde est de 78% , et la perte nelte en radiation iss ue de la 
surface est de 9%. Les composants du bilan thermique sont les suivants: l' apport du a I'absorptio n de 
rayonnement de courte longueur d'onde est de 49%, l'advection de chaleur sensible de 40% et la chaleur la tente 
due it la transformation de I' humidite apportee par advection est de I I %. La perte due au depart de rayo nnement 
de gran de longueur d 'onde est de 98%, cell e due it la cha leur issue des ch angements d'etat de l'humidite 
atmospherique de 2%. 

La calolte glacia ire Antarctique est une vaste zone de perte de chaleur. Le bilan radi atif de surface 
constamment negatif et la ba sse temperature de la calotte fo nt croire que cette basse temperature ex istera q uel q ue 
soit le faible tau x de precipitation et que, par co nsequent, la glaciation actuelle de I' Anta rc tique est assez sta ble. 

ZUSAMMENFASS UNG. Die Slruklur der Energiebi/anz im Syslem anlark lischer E isschi/d/A llI1osphiire. Mit 
verschiedenen Methoden wurden Mittelwerte iiber mehrere Jahre der Komponenten des ausseren Massen- ulld 
Energieaustausches im Eisschild, der Feuchte, der Strahlung und der Warmebil anz im System antark tischer 
Eisschild-Atmosphare abgesch atzt. 

• Revised version of a paper presented at the third International Symposium on Antarc ti c Gl aciology. Columbus. 
Ohio, U .S .A ., 7- 12 September 1981. 
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Die Hauptfaktoren der genannten Bilanzen wurden al s Absolut- und Relativwerte bestimmt. Bei der 
Feuchtebilanz betriigt die Aufnahme advektive r Feuchte 100% ; der Verlust infolge der Feuc hteakkumula ti on im 
Eisschild ist 83%; in die Atmosphiire gehen J 5% und von der Oberfliiche des Eisschildes 2% verJoren . Bei der 

StrahlungsbiJanz ergab sich ein VerJust von 43 % der Jangwelligen Strahlung durch Abso rption in der Atmosph ii re; 
die kurzwellige StrahJung wird zu 35% reflekti ert, di e langwellige Stra hlung aus der Atmosph ii re betriigt 78%, die 
Nettostrahlung von der Oberfliiche 9%. Fur die Komponenten des W iirmehaushalts ergaben sich folgende Werte: 
Aufnahme durch Absorption der kurzwelligen Strahlung 49%, durch Advektion 40% und a ls la tente Wiirme aus 
dem Phasenwechsel advektiver Feuchte 11 % ; Abgabe durch langwellige Ausstrahlung 98%, durch Phasenwechsel 
atmosphiirischer Feuchte 2%. 

Der antarkti sche Eisschild ist ein riesiges Gebiet mit W iirmeverlust. Konstant nega tive Bilanzen der 
Oberfliichenstrahlung und tiefe Temperaturen des Eisschildes lassen annehmen, dass dieser auch bei 11 0ch so 
geringen Niederschlagsmengen erhalten bleibt und die derzeitige Vereisung der Antarkti s deshalb sehr stabil ist. 

TH E energy balance of the Antarctic ice sheet/ atmosphere system appears to be the net result of 
interactions between the ice active layer and the atmosphere over a certain time period. This 
energy balance characterizes different amounts of heat and moisture participating in a complex 
process of glaciation, Recent fragmentary data on the marginal heat exchange are used to derive 
quantitative estimates of energy processes in the ice/ atmosphere sys tem by traditional 
geographical methods. All balance components were calculated for a closed balance, assuming 
that: 
(i) The mass of the ice sheet is stable, i.e. iceberg calving is balanced by accumulation 
(Shumskiy, 1969) ; 
(ii) The ice/ atmosphere system is in thermal equilibrium, that is the algebraic sum of the heat 
input and losses should be equal to zero ; 
(iii) The mean annual heat exchange through the ice surface should be zero ; during cold months 
the active ice layer loses the same amount of heat a it receives durin g warm months (Rusin , 
1961 ; Rubin, 1962). 

The moisture balance of the ice surface (ma 
atmosphere, and of the ice/ atmosphere system can 
(UNESCO, 1978): 

r= A + E + q +J, 

a = r + c - E, 

a = c+ A + q +J, 

exch a nge through the surface), of the 
be described by the following expressions 

( I ) 

(2) 

(3) 

where r is the atmospheric precipitation made up of advective precipitation r. and precipitation 
due to evaporation/ condensation, or local precipitation , rE (r = r. + rE), A the solid precipitation 
accumulated at the ice surface, it balances the iceberg calving, E the evaporation from the 
surface, q the wind-induced snow-drift from ice onto the ocean, f the melt run -off from the ice 
surface into the ocean, a the moisture advection to the atmosphere, and c the total atmospheric 
moisture flux over the ice surface comprised of the transient advective moi sture c' and local 
moisture di scharge e" (c = c' + e"), where 

c' = a - r., e" = E - rE' 

Mean annual accumulation over the whole Antarctic ice sheet was calculated from the map 
constructed by Kotlyakov and others (1977), the melt water run -off from the surface of the 
marginal glaciers was calculated by Klokov (1979), the value of the wind-driven snow-drift to the 
ocean was calculated from the results of a few direct measurements of snow-drift made in 
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Antarctica during various expeditions (Aver'yanov, 1980). The first estimates of the surface 
evaporation from the whole continental ice sheet were made. The minimum values of direct 
measurements and calculations for various glaciomorphological zones such as ice shelves, 
coastal areas, slopes of glaciers with absolute height of I 000-2 500 m as well as high plateaux 
were used for these estimations (Aver'yanov, 1980). 

The total moisture advection in the atmosphere was calculated by Drozdov and Grigor'yeva 
(J 963) using the formula 

a =wufN (4) 

where IV is the atmospheric moisture content equal to 2.52 mm (Voskresenskiy, 1976), U the 
mean speed of effective moisture transfer equal to 8.9 ms- I (Voskresenskiy, 1976), f the linear 
dimensions of the area equal to J S where S = 13.94 X 106 km2

, and N the number of seconds in 
the period of calculation. The total atmospheric moisture discharge is determined from 
Equations (2) and (3). The author in his earlier work presented numerical values of the balance 
components and the scheme of Antarctic moisture turn-over (Aver'yanov, 19791 al). Mean 
annual specific values of mass exchange components of the ice surface and of atmospheric 
moisture exchange together with their thermal equivalents are shown in Table I. 

The mean annual heat balance of the ice-sheet surface, the atmosphere, and the 
ice/ atmosphere system is expressed by the following expressions. They apply to the whole area 
of Antarctic glacierization. 

R + (LE) + P = 0, 

Ra + (Lr) + P + (Ad)=O, 

Rs +(La)+(Lc)+(Ad)=O, 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where R is the radiation balance of the ice surface, Ra the radiation balance of the atmosphere. 

TABLE I. MEAN ANNUAL VALUES OF MASS EXCHANGE COMPONENTS FOR THE ICE 
SHEET SURFACE AND THOSE OF MOISTURE TURNOVER IN THE ANTARCTIC 
ATMOSPHERE TOGETHER WITH THEIR THERMAL EQU IVALENTS (LATENT HEAT OF 

WATER·PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS) 

Thermal equivalent 
Components kg/ m2 Symbol W/ m2 

I. Advective moisture, a 190 (La) 17 
2. Atmospheric precipitation, r 181 (Lr) 16 
3. Advective precipitation, r. 176 (Lr.) 15 
4. Local precipitation, rE 5 (LrE) I 
5. Atmospheric moisture discharge, e 29 (Le) 3 
6. Moisture transfer, e' 14 (Le') 2 
7. Moisture discharge due to evaporation, e" 15 (Le") 
8. Surface accumulation, A 158 (LA) 14 
9. Surface evaporation, E 20 (LE) 2 

10. Wind-driven snow drift, q 2 (Lq) 0.2 
11. Liquid discharge from the surface, f (Ld) 0.01 

Note: The values for 1,3,4,5,6,7 are from Aver'yanov (I 979[a]) and those for 2, 8, 
9,10, 11 , from Aver'yanov (1980). 
L- Iatent heat of evaporation (sublimation) equal to 2.84 MJ/ kg. 
L I- latent heat of melting eq ual to 0.34 MJ/kg. 
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Rs the radiation balance of the ice-atmosphere system, (LE) the latent heat of evaporation, (L/") 
the latent heat of precipitation, (La) the latent heat of phase transformations of advective 
moisture, (Le) the latent heat of phase transformation of the atmospheric moisture discharge, P 
the turbulent heat exchange between the ice surface and atmosphere, and (A d) the heat advection 
in the atmosphere. 

To reduce the heat-balance calculations on the basis of the available solar radiation data the 
following radiation balance equations are used 

R = R k - Eo , 

R. = 1. - (Eoo - Eo), 

Rs = (Rk + I.) - E oc" 

(8) 

(9) 

(I 0) 

where Rk is the short-wave radiation absorbed by the surface, I. the short-wave radiation 
absorbed by the atmosphere, Eo the effective surface radiation, (E oo - Eo) the atmospheric 
radiation into space, and E oo the long-wave radiation into space. It follows that 

Rs = R + R •. 

The absorbed short-wave radiation is calculated from the formula : 

Rk = Q(I - a) 

where Q is the total radiation coming to the surface, a is the surface albedo. and 

1. = (Rk + I.) - Rk 

where (R k + I .) is the short-wave radiation absorbed by the ice/ atmosphere system. 
Solar radiation coming to the atmosphere Qs is given by 

(Rk + I.) 
Qs=--

I - as 

where as is the albedo of the ice/ atmosphere system. 

(I I) 

( 12) 

( 13) 

( 14) 

New maps of the distribution of annual fluxes of total radiation Q and the ice-surface 
radiation balance R in Antarctica (Marshunova, 1980) together with the long-term surface 
radiation data from Antarctic stations (Dolgin and others, 1976) were used as initial data for the 
calculations of the radiation -balance components. 

Another important source of information on the heat exchange between the Antarctic ice 
sheet and the atmosphere is the Nimbus-3 results and the calculations of the solar radiation 
fluxes and long-wave radiation based on the atellite data (Raschke and others, 1973). The 
result s of the calculations are presented on maps of the South Polar region as mean annual 
albedo as, absorbed short-wave (Rk + I.) and outgoing long-wave radiation Eoo , and radiation 
balance R, of the ice/ atmosphere system. The numerical values of the radiation balance 
components for Antarctica have been published by the author (Aver'yanov. 1979[bl). 

The usual difficulties due to the lack of the necessary amount of data of instrumental 
measurements arise when attempts are made to determine long-wave radiation fluxes described 
by the following equations. 

The surface long-wave radiation balance is given by 

( 15) 
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where Eo is the effective radiation of the surface calculated by Equation (8) in which Rand Rk 
are measured variables (Dolgin and others, 1976; Marshunova, 1980), Ez is the surface radiation 
calculated by the Stefan-Boltzmann formula Ez =baT4 for T=237.7 K which is equal to the 
mean annual temperature of the ice surface (Shumskiy, 1969), and Ea is the atmospheric 
counter-radiation defined as Eo + Ez • 

The long-wave radiation balance of the atmosphere is given by 

( 16) 

where (E oo - Eo) is the atmospheric radiation into space, Eoo being a measured variable 
(Raschke and others, 1973), and Ek is the absorption by the atmosphere equal to Ez - Ew where 
Ew is that part of the ice surface radiation outgoing into space. 

It is known that most of the ice surface radiation is absorbed by atmospheric water vapour. 
CO2 , and ozone, but mainly by the water vapour which is transparent to infra-red radiation only 
in a narrow spectral band known as the atmospheric window. We do not know yet the amount of 
heat Ew outgoing through that window in Antarctica. To close the long-wave radiation balance 
we can assume this part of the radiation outgoing into space to be approximately numerically 
equal to the effective ice surface radiation Eo (in fact it can be a little lower), i.e. Ew = Eo. Then 

TABLE H. COMPONENTS OF RADIATION AND HEAT BALANCE 

Balance components 

Radiation balance 
A. Short-wave radiation 
Coming to the atmosphere, Q, 
Coming to the Earth's surface, Q 
Reflected by the Earth's surface, Qa 
Reflected by the top of the atmosphere, Q,a' 
Reflected by the system, Q,a, 
Absorbed by the surface, R k 

Absorbed by the atmosphere, J. 
Absorbed by the system, R k + J. 
B. Long-wave radiation 
Radiation from the surface, E z 

Radiation from the atmosphere, E. + (E a:> - Eo) 
Counter-atmospheric radiation, E. 
Absorption by the atmosphere, Ek 
Effective surface radiation , Eo 
Atmospheric radiation into space, E a:> - Eo 
Outgoing radiation, E a:> 
C. Net radiation 

of the surface, R 
of the atmosphere, Ra 
of the system, R, 

D. Thermal balance 
Turbulent heat exchange, P 
Advective heat, (Ad) 
E.Albedo 
Ice sheet surface, a = 82% Q 
Antarctic atmosphere, a' 
Ice sheet/ atmosphere system, a, 

195 
133 
109 

10 
119 
24 
52 
76 

180 
264 
146 
146 
34 

118 
152 

10 

66 
76 

12 
62 

%ofQ, 

lOO 
68 
56 

5 
61 
12 
27 
39 

92 
136 
75 
75 
17 
61 
78 

5 
34 
39 

6 
32 

56 
5 

61 
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the long-wave radiation absorbed by the atmosphere Ek would be equal to the atmospheric 
counter-radiation Ea , through the nature of this coincidence is considered to be irregular. 

The balance of long-wave radiation in the ice surface/ atmosphere system can be then given 
by 

( 17) 

where Eoo is the instrumentally measured value (Raschke and others, 1973), (Eoo - Eo) IS 

calculated as shown above, and Ew is taken from the con sideration that Ew = Eo. 
Advective heat (A d) and turbulent exchange P are determined as residuals of Equation s (5), 

(6), and (7). Table II shows the components of radiation and heat balance, obtained as described 
above. 

The accuracy of absolute values in Tables I and II seems not to be very high due to errors 
caused by different measuring methods and paucity of observational data, because of thi s the 
data taken for averaging were not homogeneous in quality and time. This is primarily true for 
moisture parameters, while the radiation balance components in a number of cases were 
calculated with an accuracy comparable with the probable measuring error. These data , 
however, allow us to assess the order of magnitude of major heat and moi sture fluxes 
participating in the Antarctic glacierization. They are also indicative of the structure of the 
moisture and heat balances. 

Moisture balance (Table Ill) 

Ninety-nine per cent of the total surface discharge Q' (Q ' = A + q + J) is the solid-phase 
moisture. Weak evaporation causes the discharge coefficient Q'/r (= 0.89) to be much la rger than 

TABLE Ill. M OISTUR E BALANCE 

Income Expenditure 
Balance component kg/ m2 year % Balance component kg/ m2 yea r 

Atmospheric precipitatio n, r 

Tota l 

Advective moisture, a 
.Evaporation from 

the surface, E 

Total 

Moisture advec tion, a 

Tota l 

181 

181 

190 

20 
210 

S URFACE 

100 Acc umul a tion. A 
Evapo ra tion, E 
Wind-di scharged snow, q 
Liquid di scharge. f 

100 Tota l 
ATMOSPH ER E 

158 
20 
2 

181 

90 Atmospheric precipitation. r 181 

10 
100 

Atmospheric liquid 
di sch a rge, c 29 

Total 210 
ICE SH EET/ ATM OSPH E R E S YST EM 

190 100 Surface accumulation. A 158 

190 100 

Atmospheric liquid 
discha rge, c 

Snow-drift from 
the surface, q 

Liquid di scharge 
fro m the surface, f 

Total 

29 

2 

I 
190 

87 
11 

100 

86 

14 
100 

83 

15 

I 

100 
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It IS in the Arctic (0.70). The moisture turn -over coefficient r/r. (= 1.03) is lower than It IS In 

African deserts, indicating that there is no local precipitation due to evaporation. The ratio of the 
total outflow of the atmospheric moisture to the precipitation amount c/ r (=0.16) indicates a 
relatively high intensity of precipitation formation processes and degree of usage of advective 
moisture. That is why the ratio of the total surface discharge to the atmospheric moisture outflow 
in Antarctica Q'/ c is very large (5.6), it is 2.7 times larger than it is in Greenland. If we consider 
the fact that 83% of the advective moisture coming to the Antarctic mainland is stored in the 
Antarctic ice sheet, we can agree that it is the largest area of atmospheric moisture discharge on 
the Earth 's surface. It is a well-known fact that the Antarctic ice sheet stores 90% of the fresh 
water available over the Earth's surface. 

Radiation balance (Table IV) 

The negative sign of the ice sheet radiation balance seems to be due to a very high reflectivity 
of the ice surface rather than a large effective radiation. The positive balance of the short-wave 
radiation is three to four times less than it is in those areas where there are nunataks. 

Radiation measurements from Nimbus-3 helped us to estimate the radiation balance of the 
Antarctic atmosphere (Raschke and others, 1973). It appears that the top of the atmosphere gets 
12% more radiation than is predicted by theoretical calculations (Kondrat'yev, 1965; Budyko, 
1971). The albedo of the atmosphere is very low due to its extreme transparency. The long-wave 
radiation of the atmosphere is 55% of the radiation directed to the surface of the Earth and 45% 
is the outgoing radiation from the top of the atmosphere, while for the Earth's atmosphere as a 
whole these fluxes are 70% and 30% . 

The ice surface/ atmosphere system gets 57% of its radiation from the Sun and 43 % is the 
long-wave radiation emitted from the ice surface and absorbed by the atmosphere. The radiation 
losses are as follows: reflected short-wave radiation is 28% and long-wave radiation lost to space 
is 72%. This is explained by the very high albedo of the system resulting in a smaller flux of 
absorbed short-wave radiation in Antarctica which is 3.2 times less than elsewhere. 

Income 
Radiation 

Incoming, short -wave, Q 
Long-wave, counter-radiation of 

the atmosphere, Ea 
Total 

Incoming, short-wave, Q s 
Long-wave absorption , Ek 

Total 

Short-wave coming to the atmosphere, Qs 
Long-wave absorption , Ek 

Total 

TABLE IV. RADIATION BA LANCE 

Ex penditure 
Radiation 

SURFACE 

133 Reflected , short-wave, Qa 

146 
279 

Long-wave, surface radiation. El 
Total 

ATMOSPHERE 

195 Reflected, short-wave, Qsa ' 
146 Short-wave, coming to the surface, Q 

Long-wave radiation , E a + (E"" - Eo) 
341 Total 

SURFACE/ ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM 

195 Short-wave reflected , Qsa s 
146 Long-wave, atmospheric radiation , 

Ea + (E"" - Eo) 
Surface effective, Eo 

341 Total 

109 

180 
289 

10 
133 
264 
407 

11 9 

264 
34 

41 7 
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TABLE V. HEAT BALANCE 

Radialion W/ m2 % Radialioll W/ m2 % 

SURFACE 
Incoming short-wave, Q 133 46 Reflected, short -wave, Qa 109 37 
Long-wave, counter. Ea 146 50 Long-wave, surrace, E, 180 62 
Turbulent heat exchange, P 12 4 Latent evaporation heat. (LE) 2 I 
Total 291 100 Total 291 100 

ATMOSPHERE 
Incoming, short-wave, Q, 195 46 Reflected, short-wave. Q,a' 10 2 
Long-wave absorption, Ek 146 35 Short-wave to the surrace, Q 133 32 
Advective heat, (Ad) 62 15 Long-wave radiation, E, + (E 00 - Eo) 264 63 
Latent heat or precipitation (Lr) 16 4 Turbulent heat exchange. P 12 3 
Total 419 100 Total 419 100 

ICE SHEET SURFACE/ ATMOSPHERE 
Incoming surrace radiation. Q, 195 71 Reflected. short -wave, Q,a, 199 43 
Advective heat. (A d) 62 23 Outgoing radiation, E 00 152 56 
Latent hea t or moisture advection, (La) 17 6 Latent heat or atmospheric moisture 

discharge, (Le) 3 
Total 274 100 Total 274 100 

H eal ba/mIce (Table V) 

Antarctica is the only land area where the turbulent heat flux is directed from the atmosphere 
to the ice surface, that is the continent can be regarded as a huge heat sink. The turbulent heat 
flux is 33% of the solar flux absorbed by the ice surface. 

Speaking of the heat coming to the atmosphere, we have to mention heat advection (which 
includes latent heat due to precipitation) which is 1.5 times higher than that of the absorbed 
short-wave radiation, provided the Earth's atmosphere gets equal amounts of advective and 
radiant heat. 

In the ice/ atmosphere system the heat income is equally represented by the absorption of 
short-wave radiation and by non-radiational exchanges, their relative amounts being 39% of the 
solar radiation coming to the top of the atmosphere. The expenditure of thermal energy in 
Antarctica is almost exclusively due to long-wave radiation from the ice surface and from the top 
of the atmosphere. The total loss of radiant energy caused by the negative radiation balance of 
the ice/ atmosphere system related to the total area of the ice sheet (13.94 x 106 km2

) per year is 
3.3 x 1013 GJ. It should be mentioned that a similar value was obtained by Rubin (1962) though 
he used another method. 

Figure I shows the major heat fluxes participating in the energy exchange processes between 
the Antarctic ice sheet and the atmosphere, the flux values are given in per cent of the radiation 
Qs coming to the top of the atmosphere over Antarctica. It should be noted that this scheme 
shows major features of the radiation and heat balances of Antarctica, however the components 
of radiation fluxes are not fully taken into account. For example, the short-wave radiation I. 
absorbed by the atmosphere originates not only from the absorption of part of the radiation 
when flux Qs passes through the atmosphere to the ice surface, as the atmosphere also itself 
absorbs part of Qa, the radiation reflected from the surface. 

The glaciological significance of the thermal losses from the Antarctic ice sheet 
(3.3 x IO t3 GJ) and the corresponding heat from lower latitudes becomes evident when we 
compare this value with the changes of the heat content of the atmosphere caused by climatic 
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BAUlNCE .100 1 II • 41 ID 
- 61 - 78 - 2 

C+141 +roo -5 -56 -17 -61 +32 +9 -2 
-141 

qs Eo E...- Eo Ad. La Le 

B ~ 
+142 Qs' at Q.,(. L,.. le" 
-142 +75 /~I 

~. +~i2 ~ 
Lr; 

EQ+(E.,.,- E,) -136 ~ 
+27 

la. 
Q 

p 

R", E E LE 

! + 93 +12 -92 +75 + -
- 93 

Fig. i . The scheme of the thermal balance of Antarctica: A- the ice sheet sUljace, B- A ntarctic atmosphere. C- ice 
surface/atmosphere system, i - short-wave radiation, II- Iong-wave radialion, lIi- non-radiational exchange. 
(Symbols are as in Tables I and I I). 

temperature changes. The marginal heat losses exceed by two orders of magnitude the changes 
of heat content of the Antarctic atmosphere (1.0 x 1011 GJ) and are an order of magnitude larger 
than the changes of the heat content of the whole of the Earth's atmosphere (5.3 x 1012 GJ) if the 
temperature changes by 1 K. Thus a contemporary climatic change could not trigger any 
qualitative changes of the Antarctic glacial climate. 

The heat and moisture advection onto the ice sheet, the amount of atmospheric precipitation 
and accumulation, and the radiation balance are believed to be significant glacio-c1imatic indices 
of the Antarctic glacierization regime. The invariably negative radiation balance here determined 
results in such low temperatures of the ice surface that the glacier would maintain itself with the 
smallest possible amount of precipitation. This is confirmed by the position of the snow-line at 
sea-level beyond the ice sheet. Considering these natural features and the above-mentioned 
enormous inertia of the cold ice-covered mainland in response to an y external forcin g, we can 
believe the modern Antarctic glaciation to be steady with respect to presently occurring climatic 
change. 

MS. received 11 September 1981 and in revised/arm 21 September /982 
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